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Mining Lockers 

The ACTIWORK Range of Extreme Duty Cabinets are used to store each shift's specialised tools and
equipment with order and security. These Lockers are designed, engineered and manufactured by
Actiwork in Australia. Both the ALK1392 and ALK7094 are made to withstand the harshest conditions
with full sheet steel construction and powder-coated finishes.
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ALK7094 Crew Locker

The ACTIWORK ALK7094 Crew Locker protects the tools and belongings of individual
crew members. The middle heavy duty shelf offers a 500kg weight capacity, suited to
the safe storage of tools and toolboxes while the reinforced doors feature square hole
panel for hooks and other accessories to expand on tool storage capability. This Locker
can also be optioned with the ACTIWORK CR-800-06 mobile drawer cabinet, for
access to tools that are needed on hand. This unit conveniently wheels into the open
base of the locker.
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Mining Lockers 

-Workshop Manual storage
-500 kg Tool Box storage Shelf
-Hanging Panel
-Tool Holders

-Open base for Tool Trolley access
-Can Holder
-2000Kg capacity
-Dimensions: 1540mmW x 948mmD x 2016mmH

Features include:
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ALK1392 Tool Locker

The ACTIWORK ALK1392 Extreme Duty Cabinet is designed and manufactured for 
 storage of specialised heavy tools and equipment. Coloured decals to the top of the
doors available for shift recognition.
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-5 large shelves
-1 small shelf
-40 hanging positions

Features include:
 -58 tool holders

-3000Kg capacity
-Dimensions: 1303mmW x 927mmD x 2208mmH
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Locking Mechanism

Lockers are built standard with a pad-lockable handle, other options are available such
as key locks and keyless digital locks.
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Construction
Lockers are manufactured from heavy sheet steel.
All steel parts are zinc coated and have a rust-resistant powder-coat finish.
Custom heights and sizes are available on application.
Fully welded inner and outer frame for strength and stability, Reinforced Door, Flow
through ventilation, Hanging Rails, Heavy duty adjustable height feet and super duty
hinges. 

ACTIWORK utilises the RAL colour system throughout it’s product range giving our
clients a much broader spectrum of finish across the range products
RAL is a colour matching system used throughout the world. 
In colloquial speech RAL refers to the RAL Classic system. 
Since correct “colour-communication” is of extreme importance to achieve correct
matching in any industry or country.
ACTIWORK also provides product finished in any colour as specified by the client.

Powder-Coat Colour



 Ergonomics In Action

 Customised Solutions

 Aussie Made & Supported
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ACTIWORK Workplaces are designed 
to bring the human factor into your 
workspace.

No two customers have the same
requirements. We customised 
our products and solutions to suit your
business.

ACTIWORK not only supports the 
concept of Australian Made, but we use it
wherever possible.

Why Choose ACTIWORK?



We believe in an Incident and injury free environment on all work-sites and when manufacturing our products.

ACTIWORK is a leading manufacturer and importer of industrial workstations and furniture. We provide industrial
furniture and workstation solutions that enable our customers to secure their efficiency.

ACTIWORK Consistently strives to meet or exceed all safety laws and regulations wherever we are to ensure our
employees are able to arrive home each night safe and sound process lines and offices.

Knowledge is the most essential ingredient, Our team handles everything from planning to launch - that’s why our
clients look so rested.

ACTIWORK sees the key feature of today’s Business requirements and is offering solutions in a complete process, 
starting with design of products, custom suited to customer’s needs, design and layout of workshops, factories, 
process lines and offices.

ACTIWORK Workshop solutions increase your workers’ productivity, thereby increasing performance and ultimately
leading to higher business profitability.

Our Process

 The Workplace Experts

At ACTIWORK, Safety is Everything

5 Rosella St, Singleton NSW 2330, Australia
1300 892 397
sales@actiwork.com.au

Contact ACTIWORK
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